Zeri’s

This wine lists carries a grand total of approx., 99 bottles of wine from all over the
world. The choice ranges through 40 red wines, 36 white wines, 3 rose`wines, 12 half
bottles, 4 champagnes, 3 sparkling wines and 3 dessert wines. The wines have been
organized from country of origin, to a more specific region of origin with a brief
description of each wine and by grape variety used to produce each wine. The wines
exceeding 80 are non-refundable. Vintages and available quantities will be confirmed by
the sommelier.
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Wines by the glass

Local Wine

White/Red/Rose

€4.50

Foreign Wine

White/Red

€6.00

Prosecco

Millesimato Carati

€5.50

Sweet Wine

Late Harvest Riesling

€4.50

Fortified Wine

Ruby/Tawny/White Port

€4.50

Besserat de Bellofon

Champagne

€9.00
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Half Bottles (37.5cl)
White Wine

Malta

Chardonnay ‘Isis’

Meridiana Estates

€14.50

France
France

Sancerre
Chablis

Sauvion
Fevre

€19.50
€19.00

Italy

Greco di Tufo

Feudi

€15.50

Italy

Gavi

Olim Bauda

€15.00

Odyssey

Cassar Camilleri

€11.50

Malta

Nexus

Meridiana Estates

€18.50

France

Chateauneuf-du-Pape

Mont Redon

€21.50

Italy

Chianti

Carpineto

€18.50

Italy

Benuara

Cusamano

€17.50

Rose’ Wine

Malta
Red Wine

Sweet Wine

Chile

Late Harvest Rieling

€23.50

Italy

Moscato d`Asti

€28.40

Malta

Guze Passito

€38.40
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Maltese White Wines
Antonin `Ramla Valley Vineyards`

€31.00

Cassar Camilleri

Antonin Blanc is produced from selected Chardonnay grapes harvested from the Ramla
Valley Estate in Gozo and fermented in new oak barrels for 12 weeks. This wine has a
fine balance of acidity, American oak and soft buttery flavours. (Chardonnay)

Isis

€24.50

Meridiana Estates

Made from Chardonnay grapes, Isis is characterised by fresh, natural, tropical fruit
flavours. The name recalls the Phoenician goddess of sailors whose vigilant eye still
graces the prow of the Maltese fishing luzzu. (Chardonnay)

Blanc De Cheval Chardonnay

€24.50

Cassar Camilleri

This medium bodied wine has distinct fruity aromas of citrus and apples bursting into
zesty fruity flavours on the palette and ending with a pleasant lingering finish. It is
excellent on its own or as an accompaniment to most fish, prawn and shellfish dishes.
La Torre

€17.50

Cassar Camilleri

Tropical fruit flavours with grassy vegetal undertones and minerality make this a great
compliment to most fish dishes. (Sauvignon Blanc)

French White Wines
Puligny Montrachet

€85.00

Antonin Rodet, Burgundy

A brilliant clear wine with hints of gold. Strong fresh fruit aromas of lemon and subtle
white flowers on the first nose and almond and honey on the second nose. Its body is
big and fat with a good balance between acidity and mellowness that the finish leaves
long lasting tastes of vanilla on the palate. (Chardonnay)
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Chablis

€39.50

William Fevre, Burgundy

A very subtle nose of apple, lime and just a faint touch of hawthorne. The palate is
packed full of green apples, citrus fruits. (Chardonnay)

Pouilly Fume
Les Croqloups, Loire

€35.00

The aromatic, floral and smoked nature of the Sauvignon grape variety is the most
Dominant aspect of this charming wine. It displays its elegance, fruitiness and
roundness and is very persistent in the mouth. (Sauvignon Blanc)

Sancerre

€33.50

Benoit Chauveau, Loire

Beautifully bright greengage and gooseberry character. Quite round and plush, edging
into tropical fruit. On the palate a big streak of juicy, clean lemony acidity and lovely
fruit quality. Quite long and very appealing. (Sauvignon Blanc)

Chateauneuf-Du-Pape Blanc

€38.50

Mont Redon, Rhone Valley

A Blend of Clairette, Bourboulenc, Grenache Blanc and Roussanne aged in temperature
controlled stainless steel vats. This racy and crisp wine is packed with pear, peach and
lemon fruit flavours. The texture is rich and buttery with juicy citrus notes and the finish
leaves you with an exotic apricot and mango touch.
Cotes du Rhone Blanc

€23.50

La Vinsobraise, Rhone Valley

Pale gold, very slight of green, bright. A wine with an aromatic, fine and elegant nose,
with a delicate touch of white flowers and fruits. An excellent intensity, juicy, lively,
noble, of good aromatic persistence. (Grenache Blanc)
Gewurztraminer

€27.00

Hugel, Alsace

Known by everyone thanks to its extraordinary fragrance, the Gewurztraminer grape
has an entirely particular elegance at Hugel. Never heavy, fine and delicate, its
lightness and floral notes make it stand out. Discreetly spicy, its strong points are its
entrancing fragrance and its dry backbone, with a little fleshiness.
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Riesling

€27.00

Hugel, Alsace

Considered to be the noblest white wine grape of them all, Riesling is dry and
aristocratic. The Alsatian climate and soil enable this variety to achieve its fullest
potential. Crisp and tangy, showing an abundance of citrus fruit flavours. Grape fruit,
lime and lemon peel dominates the nose with a delicate floral overtone adding
fragrance.

Pinot Gris

€32.00

Ringenbach et Fils, Alsace

Pinot Gris has a lovely yellow-gold colour. Great aromatic complexity, dried fruit,
apricot, honey, beeswax and gingerbread. This is a noble wine that offers great
substance, a roundness that tends toward a slightly sweet opulence, but always
underpinned by delightful freshness.

Italian White Wines
Gavi di Gavi

€21.50

Masseria Dei Carmelitani Terradavino, Piedmont

Rich and full intense scents of fruit flow over floral notes. Dry and crisp but deep in the
mouth with the finesse that is achieved through a perfect balance between structure
and suppleness. (Cortese)
Gavi

€22.00

La Scolca, Piedmont

Apple, peach and honeydew flavors are commonly associated with Cortese wine, with
lime, almond and light herbal or grassy aromas. (Cortese)
Arneis

€24.50

Terradavino, Piedmont

A crisp and floral varietal producing dry and full bodied with notes of pears and
apricots. (Bianchetto)
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Pecorino

€22.50

Colle dei Venti, Abruzzo
This Pecorino presents a rich, elegant arrangement of aromas highlighted by lemon and
light mango. Light to medium bodied, with bright acidity, papaya, green apple and
dancing marzipan on the finish.

Orvieto San Giovanni

€23.50

Castello della Sala, Umbria

Grechetto, Procanico, Pinot Bianco, Viognier and Riesling. Straw yellow in colour and
endowed with floral notes and warmer aromas which recall ripe tropical fruit. On the
finish it is soft with a long rich aftertaste.
Greco di Tufo

€27.50

Vinosia, Campania

This is a clear, light-gold wine with brighter glints of gold against the light. Honey and
almonds, the attractive scent that often attends Southern Italian whites, are displayed
against a backdrop of subtle wildflowers and clean white fruit. Full-bodied, with steely
acidity and bone dry. (Greco)
Fiano d’Avellino

€25.50

Feudi di San Gregorio, Campania

The color is straw yellow with greenish decided. Distinct aromas of fresh flowers such
as chamomile, peach and orange peel. On the palate, hints of softness typical of the
grape are complemented by a lively freshness and minerality. (Fiano)

Falanghina

€23.50

Feudi di San Gregorio, Campania

A fresh and well balanced wine which is straw yellow in color with green reflections.
The perfume is intense with sensations of white flowers and fruit. (Falanghina)

Villa Antinori IGT

€22.50

Antinori, Tuscany
A well balanced blend of Trebbiano, Malvasia, Chardonnay and Pinot Bianco. Clean and
fresh with citrusy flavours of lime and lemon and medium acidity.
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New Zealand White Wines
€48.00

Sauvignon Blanc

Cloudy Bay, Marlborough

Aromas of passion fruit and lemongrass which derive from parcels of fruit, ripened
under ideal conditions, bring layers of complexity. The palate has exceptional richness,
with ripe gooseberry flavours and a hint of fresh fennel leading to a powerful, crisp
finish. (Sauvignon Blanc)

Sauvignon Blanc ‘Private Bin’

€27.50

Villa Maria, Marlborough

This sauvignon is bursting with ripe gooseberry, citrus lime, melon and exotic aromas.
It is a fresh and ripely flavoured wine with fantastic intensity, finishing with crisp
acidity. (Sauvignon Blanc)

South African White Wines
Chenin Blanc

€19.50

Kleine Zalze, Stellenbosch

Strong lime, tropical, ripe pineapple aromas show on the nose and are complemented
by a long, clean, crisp aftertaste. This is a medium and full style of Chenin Blanc.

Chilean White Wines
Sauvignon Blanc 'Reserva Classic'
Vina Montes, Curico Valley

€19.50

A bright, vibrant straw-yellow colour with greenish hues, this Sauvignon Blanc is
extremely aromatic, evoking citrus fruits such as lime and ruby-red grapefruit,
complemented by guava and passion fruit tropical fruit notes. The palate is light and
fresh, with firm acidity and the aftertaste is fruity, with lingering aromas.
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Rose` Wines
Odyssey

€18.50

Marsovin, Malta

A fruity, aromatic rose` wine with real character produced entirely from Malta grown
Grenache grapes. This refreshing wine has a lush strawberry nose with hints of cherry
and forest fruits on the palate.

Cotes du Rhone Rose

€23.00

La Vinsobraise, Rhone Valley, France

This easy drinking blend of Grenache and Cinsault with a touch of Syrah grapes is a
highly aromatic wine with touches of sweet red fruits and spices.

€19.50

Woodbridge

Mondavi, California, U.S.A

Jam-packed with juicy strawberry and raspberry flavours, this delicious rose wine is
Incredibly refreshing and has a delightfully dry finish. (Shiraz)

Maltese Red Wines
La Torre

€17.50

Cassar Camilleri

Easy drinking, fruit driven wine with aromas of plums, raspberries and mulberries
combined with soft tannins and a pleasant finish. (Merlot)

Melqart

€25.50

Meridiana Estates

This artful blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot is characterized by ripe berry
flavours which are enhanced by careful maturation in barriques. (Cabernet Sauvignon,
Merlot)
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Cheval Franc

€31.00

Cassar Camilleri

Cheval Franc is Marsovin's thoroughbred and is produced from the Cabernet Franc
grape variety. This wine is medium bodied with peppery and herbaceous aromas that
are typical characteristics of the Cabernet Franc grape variety. (Cabernet Franc)

Nexus

€29.50

Meridiana Estates

Made from Merlot grapes, Nexus is characterised by soft, ripe, cherry plum flavours.
The name Nexus celebrates the marriage between Malta's Old World geographical
location and Meridiana's New World viticultural technology. (Merlot)

Bel

€25.50

Meridiana Estates

Made from Syrah grapes, Bel is characterised by silky, prune and peppery spice
flavours.The name Bel recalls the Phoenician god of fertility worshipped under various
names throughout the Punic world. (Syrah)

Antonin

€28.00

Cassar Camilleri

A blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc and Merlot. Fruity characteristics of
cherries, blackcurrants and blueberries make this wine enjoyable in its youth while the
12 months ageing in French oak barrels gives it a velvety finish on the palate and
excellent ageing potential. (Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Merlot)

Primus

€46.50

Cassar Camilleri

Characterized by a deep ruby purple colour and an intense aromatic bouquet. Lingering
aromas of dried fruits and amarena cherries marrying well with new French oak barrel
flavour of vanilla, cinnamon and nutmeg leaving a velvety off dry finish. (Gellewza)
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French Red Wines
Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste

€110.00

Pauillac, Bordeaux

The blend of this Grand-Puy-Lacoste is a majority Cabernet Sauvignon (76%) which
offers a nice balanced structure and illustrates the potential of the vineyard. This wine
has an enticing, dark and very intense, ruby colour. The bouquet reveals aromas of ripe
black fruit and cassis complemented by spicy notes with great freshness. The palate is
precise and dense, evolving into charming and well rounded tannins with good length
and structure. The overall impression is one of purity and elegance. This 2012 is once
again a beautiful expression of the potential held by the terroir of Grand-Puy-Lacoste,
this wine will be part of the great lineage of Grand-Puy-Lacoste vintages.

€38.00

Château La Rose Perrière

Lussac Saint Emillion, Bordeaux

A Merlot based wine, which also includes Cabernet Franc in the blend. It is rich in colour
and has a fragrant bouquet and a soft fruity palate.

€120.00

Alter Ego de Palmer

2nd Label of Ch. Palmer, Margaux, Bordeaux

This is amazing for the second wine with incredible white truffle, stone and currant
character. Purity of fruit on the nose. Full-bodied, silky and refined. Fantastic length.
Better in 2018 but almost impossible to resist now.
Chateau Talbot

€105.00

4ieme Cru Classe’, St.Julien, Bordeaux

Very perfumed with blackberry and light wet earth. This full bodied, highly concentrated
blend is rich and generous with lush black fruit and contains firm well rounded tannins
that give it a very smooth finish. Unfailing consistency give this producer a first rate
reputation and a high recommendation. (Cabernet sauvignon, Petit Verdot, Cabernet
Franc, Merlot)
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Châteauneuf du Pape

€48.50

Mont Redon, Rhone Valley

An excellent wine: very full-bodied, supple, ripe, and well balanced; a wine with intense
Pepper and berry flavours, with hints of vanilla and herbs. Long, mildly tannic finish.
(Grenache, Syrah, Cinsault, Mourvedre, Muscardin, Counoise and others.)

Châteauneuf du Pape
Domaine de Reveirolles, Rhone Valley

€75.00

Domaine de Reveirolles Châteauneuf du Pape is made from a blend that is usually 85%
Grenache , 5% Mourvedre , 5% Syrah and 5% Cinsault , In the mouth, this wine feels
rich, elegant, textured and medium to full-bodied, with discrete oaky notes. This wine
also has a very good ageing potential (from 10 to 15 years). Domaine de Reveirolles
Châteauneuf-du-Pape accompanies very well all game dishes, red meat and particularly
roast Lamb.
Chateau du Cedre

€55.00

Cahors, South-West France

Honest and sincere, fresh and enlivening, tender and generous. A well-stocked fruit
basket with plums, cherries and blackberries, enriched by fresh lemon zest and spices,
supported by tangy minerality. (90% Malbec, 5% Merlot, 5% Tannat)
Therapius

€52.00

La Vinsobraise, Rhone Valley

The Cuvee Therapius, which showcases the Syrah, is an elegant dress with a dense and
deep red verging on black - the intense and complex bouquet combines red and black
fruit compote, vanilla, roasted, sweet spices and violet. On the palate there is alot of
concentration and structure not heavy, but volume and length, round and perfectly
formed tannins. (Grenache, Mourvedre, Syrah)
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Italian Red Wines

Barbera D`Asti

€20.50

Terredavino, Piedmont

Deep ruby red with cherry notes. On the palate it is dry with deep flavours
and a silky texture. (Barbera)

Barbera d`Alba

€32.00

Fontanabianca, Piedmont

A wine that offers fantastic value for money. Based on the Barbera grape, the second
most important of the Piedmont region. The wine offers a range of fruit flavours, a nice
structure and a refreshing acidity that makes it very food friendly. (Barbera)

Taurasi

€55.00

Vesevo, Campania

Intense ruby colour with garnet reflections, pronounced and complex bouquet with
hints of cherry, fruits of the forest, spicy scents of violet and tobacco and a suggestion
of minerals. It is full bodied and austere on the palate with balanced tannins and
acidity. The finish has characteristic hints of plums, black cherries and black pepper.
(Aglianico)

Vino Nobile Di Montepuliciano

€26.00

Gattavecchi, Tuscany

A medium to full bodied red made from Sangiovese and Caniolo Nero. It is the perfect
accompaniment to red meats and rich cheeses.

Chianti Montalbano Riserva

€26.50

Tenuta Cantagallo, Tuscany

Chianti Montalbano belongs to the great family of Chianti wines. Also having its own
personality, it maintains the characteristics common to all Chianti wines; the beautiful
ruby color and the characteristic vinous scent with traces of violet. Deep, dark and
elegant describes this Montalbano Riserva. (Sangiovese, Canaiolo Nero)
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Rosso di Montalcino

€26.50

Tenutadi di Testi, Tuscany

A ruby red wine with garnet hues and a very intense, lingering and stylish bouquet with
small dark berry fruit notes. The palate is dry, warm, and quite smooth and the aftertasting is long lasting. (Sangiovese)

Brunello di Montalcino

€62.00

Carpineto, Tuscany

An intense ruby red coloured wine with pale pomegranate highlights. The bouquet is
decisive, fine, broad and lingering with hints of vanilla, cherry, raspberry, and
liquorice.The flavour is dry, warm, smooth, well textured and lingering on the palate.
(Sangiovese)

SummuS

€68.00

Banfi, Tuscany

Castello Banfi's innovative spirit and winemaking expertise is demonstrated in all its
wines, but none embodies these qualities as prominently as SummuS. A wine of
towering elegance, SummuS is an extraordinary blend of Sangiovese (used regionally to
make the famed Brunello di Montalcino) which contributes body; Cabernet Sauvignon,
fruit and structure; and Syrah, elegance, character and a fruity bouquet. (Sangiovese,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah)

€45.00

Ripassa Valpolicella Superiore

Zenato, Veneto

The production of this wine is strictly related to that of Amarone: after Amarone is
finished fermenting, the pomace of the dried grapes used to produce it is joined with
the Valpolicella fermented just after the harvest. This second fermentation raises the
alcohol and gives the wine deeper colour, richer body and aromas. (Corvina, Rondinella,
Molinara)

Amarone della Valpolicella Classico

€73.00

Zenato, Veneto

Amarone, is rightly considered the king of Verona’s wines, produced from the best
grapes of the Valpolicella Classic area. Showing deep ruby red, it releases intense
aromas laden with rich spice and dried fruit; in the mouth it is a wine of superb richness
and majestic flavours.(Corvina, Rondinella, Molinara)
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Primitivo di Manduria

€36.50

Ue’ Passula, Puglia

Deep ruby red colour with violet highlights. Bursting aromas of ripe red fruit, black fruit
and raspberries overlaid with spicy oak. Concentrated and tight yet very elegant,
textured and stylish with great length. (Primitivo)
Sedara

€23.00

Donnafugata, Sicily

This Nero d’Avola is a ruby red colour with garnet reflections. The impact on the nose is
intense with sensations of tobacco, spices and mineral tones. This well balanced wine
with blackberry and cherry flavours has a long persistent finish. (Nero d’Avola)

Spanish Red Wines
Rioja Reserva

€27.50

Marques de Riscal, Rioja

A wine with complex aromas of spices and liquorice with hints of black pepper on abase
of well ripened fruits like blackberry and cherry. Discreet tannins make the finish very
pleasant and enjoyable. (Tempranillo)

Australian Red Wines
Bin 555

€21.50

Wyndham Estate, South Australia

A medium to full bodied traditional Shiraz with distinct, rich plum and pepper
characters. Parcels of the ripe fruit flavours are rendered complex by oak tannins,as a
result of maturation in oak hogsheads for up to fifteen months, leaving a smooth,
lasting finish. (Shiraz)
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Chilean Red Wines
Cabernet Sauvignon
Vina Montes, Curico Valley

€19.50

Deep purplish-red in colour, this blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and Carmenere delivers a
tremendous range of fruity aromas of ripe red and black berries with pronounced notes
of cherries in syrup and black cherries. The French oak lends clear notes of vanilla and
coffee that meld with the fruit to recall pastries and jam. Nicely balanced on the palate
with silky tannins. Very rich structure, well set on the palate with a long and pleasing
finish.

South African Red Wines
Pinotage

€18.50

Kleine Zalze, Stellenbosch

The wine has a deep plum red colour with distinct fruity, berry, blackcurrant and ripe
Banana flavours on the nose. The berry flavours follows through on the palate with a
strong tannin structure and a unique aftertaste. (Pinotage)

Argentinean Red Wines
Malbec

€28.00

Catena, Mendoza

Ripe, lush Malbec is Argentina's signature red wine. Malbec can be considered unique to
Argentina, as no other country in the world has managed to obtain the quality, which it
has achieved here.

New Zealand Red Wines
Pinot Noir, `Private Bin`

€31.50

Villa Maria, Marlborough

A perfumed bouquet of ripe cherries and raspberry fruits, hallmarks of Marlborough
Pinot Noir. On the palate the wine displays ripe fruit with complex savoury and spice
elements. Soft, silky, fine-grained tannins provide structure and definition, yet also
allows for immediate consumption.
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Sparkling Wines and Champagne
Prosecco Extra Dry

€24.00

Guerrieri Rizzardi, Veneto

A sparkling wine with a clean nose, pleasantly fruity, with whiffs of apples and peach
blossoms. Delicate and with a balanced taste, it is excellent as an aperitif, or for a
celebratory drink. (Glera)
Prosecco Millesimato Carati

€22.50

Piera Martellozzo, Friuli
A dry and aromatic Prosecco ideal as an aperitif or to be enjoyed with light fish based
dishes. (Glera)
Monogram

€48.00

Franciacorta Dosage Zero, Lombardy
Monogram is a renown Cuvée obtained from the best Cru originating from the
centennial vine-clad terraces of the company. It best expresses the nature and
excellence of the house style. A style which enhances the strength of rich and complex
flavours in perfect harmony with its refined and elegant scents. Full nose, with floral
and citrus notes. The palate has breadth and weight and is full enough of fruit to
balance the bone dry finish.

€70.00

Brut `Imperial`

Moet & Chandon, Champagne

The Brut imperial is a balanced assemblage of the three grape varieties. It has a fresh
maturity, supple and refined lines, which is to be appreciated and shared.
Rose` Reserve

€85.00

Heidsieck Monopole, Champagne

Clear and bright. The nose displays a predominance of red berries, raspberries and wild
strawberries. This Champagne is well balanced, light and vivacious, and deliciously
fruity on the palate.
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Brut `Carte Jaune`

€95.00

Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin, Champagne

Clicquot`s signature brut non-vintage is loved the world over for its crisp, full flavours
And consistent quality. The blend of two thirds Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier for body is
balanced with one-third Chardonnay for elegance. It has a fine persistent sparkle and a
complex nose of apple, citrus fruit and caramel.

Dom Perignon

€190.00

Moet & Chandon, Champagne

In its constant quest for the ultimate balance between Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, the
Dom Pérignon style traces, a complex structure made up of aroma and sensations, silky
smooth, light as air and full of sensuality.

END
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